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Welcome
The most powerful ships in the galaxy have been
unleashed and are now free to rain havoc upon their
enemies.

Starmada’s modular design means players can
handpick from dozens of options, creating the type of
game they want to play! In addition, the game’s
flexible and comprehensive starship construction
system lets players build their own designs to test
against the best these new enemies have to offer.
Battleships Armada is not a stand-alone product;
ownership of either Klingon Armada or Romulan
Armada is required. The Starmada Unity Rulebook
is also recommended and will greatly enhance the
playing experience, but is not required.

Game Components
In general, the items needed to play Battleships
Armada have already been described in Klingon
Armada and Romulan Armada.

Starship Miniatures
Each starship in Battleships Armada is represented
by a model placed on the game board. Typically, a
model is a plastic or metal miniature, suitably painted
and mounted on a “flying” stand. The ADB, Inc., web
store has numerous starship miniatures available. If
you buy Border Box #6 (4406) and Squadron Boxes
#16, #17, and #18 (4316-4318), you will have one of
each type of battleship and dreadnought miniature
needed for this product.

The Klingons have set loose the B-10 battleship
Invincible upon Federation colonies. The Invincible is
supported by several C5 Light and C10 Heavy
dreadnoughts.
The Federation sends in their fleet with the battleship
USS Mars at the head. The Mars is also supported by
several heavy and light dreadnoughts. These titans of
war can turn the tide of any battle. What will happen
when they meet in combat?
Battleships Armada is a sourcebook for Starmada:
The Universal Game of Starship Combat. With it,
players can pit these vast behemoths against each
other, unleashing deadly torrents of weapons fire that
would crush lesser ships.

Transports and tugs, as well as drone missile and
shuttlecraft miniatures are available separately from
ADB, Inc.’s web store.
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